We study random field Ising model on Z 2 where the external field is given by i.i.d. Gaussian variables with mean zero and positive variance. We show that at any positive temperature the effect of boundary conditions on the magnetization in a finite box decays exponentially in the distance to the boundary.
Introduction
For v ∈ Z 2 , let h v be i.i.d. Gaussian variables with mean zero and variance ε 2 > 0. We consider random field Ising model (RFIM) with external field {h v : v ∈ Z 2 } at temperature T = 1/β > 0. For N 1, let Λ N = {v ∈ Z 2 : |v| ∞ N } be a box in Z 2 centered at the origin o and of side length 2N . For any set A ⊂ Z 2 , define ∂A = {v ∈ Z 2 \A : u ∼ v for some u ∈ A}. The RFIM Hamiltonian H Λ N ,± on the configuration space {−1, 1} Λ N with plus (respectively, minus) boundary conditions and external field {h v : v ∈ Λ N } is defined to be
Quenched on the external field {h v }, the Ising measure with plus boundary condition (respectively minus boundary condition) is defined such that for all σ ∈ {−1, 1} Λ N (throughout the paper the temperature is fixed, and thus we suppress the dependence on β in all notations)
Note that µ Λ N ,± is a random measure which itself depends on {h v }. To be clear of the two different sources of randomness, we will use P and E to refer to the probability measure with respect to the external field {h v }; and we use µ Λ N ,± for the Ising measures and use · µ Λ N ,± to denote the expectations with respect to the Ising measures. This result is along the lines of the general Imry-Ma [13] phenomenon, on the disappearance of the first order transition in two-dimensional systems due to the introduction of arbitrarily weak static, or quenched, disorder in the parameter conjugate to the corresponding extensive quantity. In the particular case of RFIM, it was shown in [3, 4] that for all non-negative temperatures the effect on the local quenched magnetization of the boundary conditions at distance N away decays to 0 as N → ∞, which also implies the uniqueness of the Gibbs state. The decay rate was then improved to 1/ log log N in [8] and to 1/N γ (for some γ > 0) in [2] . All these results apply for arbitrarily weak disorder. In the presence of high disorder it has been shown that there is an exponential decay [5, 11, 7] (see also [2, Appendix A] ). In a recent work of the authors [9] , exponential decay was established for any ε > 0 at zero temperature. The present paper addresses the important remaining question on exponential decay at positive temperatures with weak disorder.
The two-dimensional behavior of RFIM is drastically different from that for dimensions three and higher: it was shown in [12] that at zero temperature the effect on the local quenched magnetization of the boundary conditions at distance N does not vanish in N in the presence of (arbitrarily) weak disorder, and later an analogous result was proved in [6] at low temperatures.
Our proof method follows the basic framework presented in [9] , which applies the result in [1] in a crucial way. However, there seem to be substantial additional obstacles due to the randomness of Ising measures at positive temperatures. In [9] it suffices to consider the ground state which is unique with probability 1, and thus ground states with different boundary conditions and external fields are naturally coupled together. In the present paper, on the one hand we try to carry out our analysis with validity for all reasonable (e.g., for all monotone couplings) couplings of Ising measures whenever possible (see Section 2); on the other hand it seems necessary to construct a coupling with some desirable properties in order to apply [1] (see Section 3) . Both of these require some new ideas as well as some delicate treatment.
Organization for the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we verify the hypothesis in [1] via a perturbation argument and thereby prove that under any monotone coupling for Ising spins with plus/minus boundary conditions, the intrinsic distance for induced graph on vertices with disagreements has dimension strictly larger than 1. The proof method is inspired by that in [9] , but the implementation is largely different with new tricks involved. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of adaptive admissible coupling and a multi-scale construction of an adaptive admissible coupling is then given in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we then introduce another perturbation argument (this requires new ingredients apart from [9] ), using which we analyze our adaptive admissible coupling in Section 4.3 and prove a crucial estimate in Lemma 4.6. In Section 5, we provide the proof of Theorem 1.1, which requires to employ an admissible coupling such that the disagreement percolates to the boundary. fields and boundary conditions (c.f. [2, Section 2.2] for detailed discussions). Let π be a monotone coupling of µ Λ N ,± (that is, under π we have σ Λ N ,+ σ Λ N ,− ) and let
The major goal of this section is to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. There exist α = α(ε, β) > 1, κ = κ(ε, β) > 0 such that the following holds. For all c > 0, there exists N 0 = N 0 (ε, β, c) such that for all N N 0 and 1 N 1 N 2 N/2 with N 2 − N 1 N c the following holds for all monotone coupling π of µ Λ N ,± :
where P ⊗ π denotes the joint measure of the external fields and the spin configurations (similar notations also apply below).
The preceding proposition is analogous to [9, Proposition 2.1]. In the present case, it is crucial that the result holds for all monotone couplings (note that the intrinsic distance may depend on the coupling), so that we can apply it to couplings which we construct later.
(2) In Proposition 2.1, we introduced parameters N 1 , N 2 (as opposed to N 1 = N/4 and N 2 = N/2 in [9, Proposition 2.1]) for convenience of later applications. The condition that N 2 − N 1 N c is just to ensure that the decay in probability absorbs the number of choices for starting and ending points of the shortest path. This slight extension does not introduce complication to the proof.
The proof of Proposition 2.1 crucially relies on the result of [1] . In order to apply [1] , the following lemma is a key ingredient. For any annulus A and C ⊂ Z 2 , we denote by Cross hard (A, C) the event that there is a contour in C which separates the inner and outer boundaries of A. Lemma 2.3. There exists δ = δ(ε, β) > 0 such that for all monotone coupling π of µ Λ N ,± P ⊗ π(Cross hard (Λ N/8 \ Λ N/32 , C Λ N )) < 1 − δ , for all N 32 .
A perturbation analysis
Before proving Lemma 2.3, we need some preparational work on a certain perturbation analysis.
For any set Λ ⊂ Z 2 and a configuration τ ∈ {−1, 1} ∂Λ , analogous to (1) we can define the Hamiltonian on Λ with boundary condition τ and external field {h v } by:
We can then analogously define the Ising measure µ Λ,τ by assigning probability to σ ∈ {−1, 1} Λ proportional to e −βH Λ,τ (σ) . In addition, we define the corresponding free energy
For simplicity, we will only consider N = 2 n for n 10. For ∆ > 0, ∆ ′ 0 and 0 t 1, we will consider the following perturbed field in this section (which is increasing in t):
(We draw the reader's attention that t appeared in the definition of h (t) v only for v ∈ Λ N/8 , and that h (0) = h if ∆ ′ > 0.) Let µ Λ N ,±,t be Ising measures with plus/minus boundary conditions and external field {h
In addition, let H Λ N ,±,t be the corresponding Hamiltonians, let F Λ N ,±,t be the corresponding free energies, and let σ Λ N ,±,t be spins sampled according to µ Λ N ,±,t .
For notation convenience, for any set Γ ⊂ Z 2 , let S Γ be the collection of vertices who are not in Γ and are separated by Γ from ∞ on Z 2 (i.e., the collection of vertices that are enclosed by Γ).
Let S ⊂ Λ N be a simply connected subset which contains Λ N/8 and let Γ = ∂S (thus we have S = S Γ ). For any τ ∈ {−1, 1} Γ , we denote by µ S,τ,t as the Ising measure on S with boundary conditions τ and external field {h
In addition, let H S,τ,t be the Hamiltonian for the corresponding Ising spin, and let F S,τ,t be the corresponding free energy. Also, we let σ S,τ,t be the spin sampled according to µ S,τ,t . For later applications, it would be useful to consider the free energy restricted to a subset of configurations. To this end, we define
In addition, for any measure µ S,τ,t , we define µ S,τ,t Ω to be a measure such that
(We draw readers' attention that µ S,τ,t (Ω) is the total measure of Ω under µ S,τ,t and thus is a number, and that µ S,τ,t Ω is a measure on Ω which amounts to the measure of σ S,τ,t conditioned on σ S,τ,t ∈ Ω.) For convenience, we let σ S,τ,t Ω be the spin sampled according to µ S,τ,t Ω . Further, define (note that below we sum over v ∈ Λ N/32 as opposed to v ∈ S) m S,τ,t
For notation convenience, we write m S,τ,t = m S,τ,t Ω if Ω = {−1, 1} S . We say Ω ⊂ {−1, 1} S is an increasing set if σ ∈ Ω implies that σ ′ ∈ Ω provided σ ′ σ, and we say Ω is a decreasing set if Ω c is an increasing set. In what follows, we consider τ + , τ − ∈ {−1, 1} Γ such that τ + τ − . Lemma 2.4. Quench on the external field {h v }. We have that for any increasing set Ω + ⊂ {−1, 1} S and any decreasing set
Proof. The proof of the lemma is divided into proofs of three inequalities.
Step 1. We will prove
Since each vertex has 4 neighbors in Z 2 , a straightforward computation gives that
(Here we have used #A to denote for the cardinality of A for a finite set A.) Similarly, we have that F S,τ + ,0 − F S,τ − ,0 −8 · #{v ∈ Γ : τ + = τ − }. This proves (10).
Step 2. We will prove
We write
Thus, we get that
Since
, we see
where the inequality follows from the fact that
In the preceding display, the first and the third inequality follow from FKG inequality [10] and the second inequality follows from monotonicity. Combined with (13) and (12) , it yields (11) .
Step 3. From definitions as in (6) and (8), we see that
and similar equalities hold for other combinations of boundary conditions, external fields and Ω ± . Combining (10), (11) and (14), we complete the proof of the lemma.
An lower bound on the intrinsic distance
We see that Ω + is an increasing set and Ω − is a decreasing set. For A ⊂ Λ ⊂ Z 2 and σ ∈ {−1, 1} Λ , we denote by σ A the restriction of σ on A. Let r > 0 be a constant chosen later. Recall (7) . Let ∆ = 10 10 r 8 N (β∧1) and ∆ ′ = t * ∆ for 0 t * 1 to be chosen.
Lemma 2.5. For any p, r > 0, there exists c = c(ε, p, r, β) > 0 such that for any event E N with
Proof. The proof is an adaption of [9, Lemma 4.1] except for minimal notation change, and thus we omit further details.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. For convenience of notation, write
We suppose that
Otherwise Lemma 2.3 follows from Lemma 2.5 (since
under any monotone coupling). We remark that by monotonicity the preceding inequality is equiv-
be an event measurable with respect to the Gaussian field. By (16), we see that
Let t * ∈ [0, 1] be such that inf{θ :
where θ * = min 0 t 1 inf{θ :
We first show that (19) implies the lemma. For any box A, let A large be the concentric box of A with side length 4 times that of A. Let r be a large enough constant so that we can write
where A i is a copy of Λ N/32 and A i 's are disjoint such that A large i ⊂ Λ N for 1 i r. By monotonicity, we see that for each 1 i r
where the equality holds due to our choice of t * as in (18) and
Hence, a simple union bound gives that
By Lemma 2.5, we get that
) on each instance of the Gaussian field for any monotone coupling π of µ Λ N ,± . Therefore, on each instance of Gaussian field (which occurs with probability at least δ) such that v∈Λ N/ 8 
we apply Markov's inequality and get that
where the last inequality follows from (19). This implies that P⊗π(Cross hard (Λ N/8 \Λ N/32 , C Λ N )) 1 − δ/2, completing the proof of Lemma 2.3.
It remains to prove (19) . Suppose that (19) does not hold. We will derive a contradiction, using the following two steps.
Step 1. Fix N/4 k N/2. Write S = Λ k and Γ = ∂S. We first quench on the Gaussian field and also condition on
Applying Lemma 2.4, we get that
Thus, by monotonicity of Ising model we see that conditioned on C = Γ ′ we have (σ S,τ + ,t ) Λ N/32 stochastically dominates (σ Λ N/8 ,+,t ) Λ N/32 . A similar analysis applies to (σ S,τ − ,t ) Λ N/32 . Combined with (23), it yields that
Averaging (24) over the conditioning of (22) but restricted to the event E Γ,+,− , we get that on E ⋆
Since π Γ is a monotone coupling, we thus obtain that on E ⋆
Step 2. For N 2, let A N = Λ N \ Λ N/2 be an annulus. Adjust the value of r if necessary so that we can write
By monotonicity, we see that for each 1 i r
where the equality holds due to (26) and ∆ ′ = t * ∆ (note that h
and for all 0 t 1), and in addition the last inequality holds due to (18). Thus, a simple union bound gives that the event
Combined with (27), this yields that
Suppose (19) does not hold. Then by (25) and the preceding display, the events E ⋆ and E ⋄ are mutually exclusive. But by (17) and (29), we have P(E ⋆ )+P(E ⋄ ) > 1, arriving at a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The proof of Proposition 2.1 at this point is highly similar to that of [9, Proposition 2.1]. As a result, we only provide a sketch emphasizing the additional subtleties.
Let π be an arbitrary monotone coupling of µ Λ N ,± and let C Λ N = C Λ N ,π be defined as in (3). For any rectangle A ⊂ R 2 (whose sides are not necessarily parallel to the axes), let ℓ A be the length of the longer side and let A Large be the square box concentric with A and of side length 32ℓ A . In addition, define the aspect ratio of A to be the ratio between the lengths of the longer and shorter sides. For a (random) set C ⊂ Z 2 , we use Cross(A, C) to denote the event that there exists a path v 0 , . . . , v k ∈ A ∩ C connecting the two shorter sides of A (that is, v 0 , v k are of ℓ ∞ -distances less than 1 respectively from the two shorter sides of A). Therefore, applying Lemma 2.3 and adapting the proof of [9, Equation (7)] (with essentially only notation change) we get that for any rectangle A with aspect ratio at least a = 100 the following holds for any monotone coupling π A Large of µ A Large ,± (below we denote
In addition, for any k 1 and any rectangles A 1 , . . . , A k ⊆ Λ N/2 with aspect ratios at least a such that (a) ℓ 0 ℓ A i N/32 for all 1 i k and (b) A Large 1 , . . . , A Large k are disjoint, we see that under any coupling π of µ Λ N ,± , there exist sets C A Large i such that
}, analogously as in (3)). Therefore, applying (30), we obtain that
This proves an analogue of [9, Lemma 2.2], which verifies the hypothesis required in order to apply [1] . The remaining proof is merely an adaption of [9] and thus we omit further details.
Admissible coupling and adaptive admissible couplings
In order to proceed with our proof, we next need to consider couplings of various Ising measures. For k 1, we consider deterministic boundary conditions and external fields (τ (i) , {h
1} ∂Λ for 1 i k (these will be fixed throughout this section). We define the partial order ≺ by
Let Σ k be the collection of admissible configurations (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) with σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ∈ {−1, 1} Λ . That is to say,
For A ⊂ Λ, write (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) A for the restriction of (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) on A. Also, we will refer σ (i) as the i-th spin.
Definition 3.1. Let µ (i) be the Ising measure on Λ with boundary condition τ (i) and external field h (i) . We say a measure π is an admissible coupling of µ (1) , . . . , µ (k) if π is supported on Σ k and its marginal distributions agree with µ (i) 's.
Remark 3.2. Ideally, it would be great if there exists an admissible coupling π which satisfies the Markov field property. Or, it would even be great if there exists an admissible coupling π which satisfies a weak version of Markov field property, such that for any Γ ⊂ Λ the measure π((σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) S Γ ∈ · | (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) Γ ) projected to the i-th spin is the Ising measure on S Γ with boundary condition (σ (i) ) ∂S Γ and external field {h
However, such coupling does not exist as we can see from the following simple example. Let us consider Ising measures on a line with no external field and plus/minus boundary conditions on one end (denoted as u). Suppose that there exists an admissible coupling π (in this case a monotone coupling) with weak Markov field property. Then conditioned on the event that the two spins disagree at the other end of the line (denoted as v), we claim that the spins from the two Ising measures have to disagree on every vertex on the line, thereby violating the weak Markov property. In order to verify the claim, we suppose the claim fails and let w be the first vertex (from u) where the two spins agree with each other. Conditioned on spins from u to w, the two marginal measures at v are the same (by the weak Markov property) and thus have to agree in a monotone coupling.
In light of Remark 3.2, in order to apply [1] we will seek for admissible couplings with a desirable property even weaker than the weak Markov field property. To this end, we will explore the spins using certain "adaptive" algorithm and then wish to argue that the marginal measures on the unexplored region remain to be Ising measures. This motivates us to consider the adaptive admissible coupling (see Definition 
For θ 1 , . . . , θ k which are measures on {−1, 1}, we say that θ 1 , . . . , θ k are admissible if θ i (1) θ j (1) for all i ≺ j. In this case, let θ be the monotone coupling of θ 1 , . . . , θ k . That is, θ is the joint measure of (σ 1 , . . . , σ k ), which is defined in terms of a uniform variable U on [0, 1] such that
Clearly, θ is supported on Ξ k and its marginals are θ 1 , . . . , θ k . In addition, θ is consistent, i.e.,
The projection of θ onto the first (k − 1) spins is the monotone coupling for θ 1 , . . . , θ k−1 . (33)
k , and we sample (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) vt according to θ (t) . We repeat this procedure until t = #Λ. We let π be the measure on (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) in the end. In addition, we say that a random set V is a stopping set if
Lemma 3.4. The measure π given in Definition 3.3 is a well-defined admissible coupling. In addition, for any stopping set V, given the realization of V and (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) V ), the conditioned measure of π restricted on V c has marginals corresponding to Ising measures on V c with boundary condition σ (i) ∂V c and external field {h
Proof. The measure π is well-defined since we can inductively verify that for t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the sequence θ (t) 1 , . . . , θ (t) k is admissible and thus (σ (1) , . . . , σ (k) ) V t+1 is admissible. The other parts of the statement are implied in a straightforward manner by the construction in Definition 3.3.
A multi-scale analysis via another perturbation argument
Let α > 1 be as in Proposition 2.1. Let 1/α < α ′ < 1. Let N 0 = N 0 (ε, β) be a large number to be chosen. For each N N 0 (of the form 4 n ), set ∆ = ∆(N ) = N −α(α ′ ) 2 . In the rest of the paper, we consider the following perturbation:
We denote byμ Λ N ,± N the Ising measures on Λ N with respect to plus/minus boundary conditions and external field {h
: v ∈ Λ N }, and denote byσ Λ N ,± the spins sampled according toμ Λ N ,± . In this whole section except in (45) and (46), we will quench on the realization of {h v } and thus the external field is viewed as deterministic.
A construction of an adaptive admissible coupling
We will define the following adaptive admissible coupling π Λ N for µ Λ N ,± andμ Λ N ,± . According to Definition 3.3, in order to specify π Λ N , we only need to specify a way to choose the order of vertices in which we sample the spins, as described as follows. Throughout the procedure, we let C Λ N * be the collection of vertices v which have been sampled such that
We first sample spins at vertices on ∂Λ k for k = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , N 2 + 1. For vertices on ∂Λ k , for concreteness we sample in clockwise order starting from the right top corner. Next, let ℓ = ⌊ 1 4 N 1−α ′ ⌋, and for each 1 j ℓ our construction employs the following procedure which we refer to as Phase j.
and for k = 0, 1, . . . , K, we inductively employ the following procedure (which we refer to as stage). At the beginning of Stage k + 1, we first set A j,k+1 = ∅ and V j,k+1 = V j,k .
-If A j,k = ∅ (which we denote as event E j,k,∅ ), we sample the unexplored vertices in Λ N in a prefixed order (which can be arbitrary) and stop our procedure. Otherwise, we explore all the neighbors of A j,k (in a certain prefixed order, which can be arbitrary) which are in Λ N ′ \ V j,k (that is, vertices which have not been explored) and sample the spins at these vertices. We also put these vertices into V j,k+1 .
-If a newly sampled vertex is in ∂Λ N ′ −N α ′ (we denote this as event E j,k,d , where the subscript d suggests an event related to the intrinsic distance), we sample the unexplored vertices in Λ N in a prefixed order (which can be arbitrary) and stop our procedure. Otherwise, if a newly sampled vertex ends up in C Λ N * then we add it to A j,k+1 . (For k 1 it is clear that A j,k records all the vertices in Λ N ′ that are of d C Λ N * -distance k to ∂Λ N ′ and V j,k records all the explored vertices up to Stage k.)
• Sample the unexplored vertices in Λ N ′ \Λ N ′ −N α ′ +1 in a prefixed order (which can be arbitrary).
Finally, if the procedure is not yet stopped after ℓ phases, we sample the unexplored vertices in Λ N in a prefixed order (which an be arbitrary). (1) Later in the analysis, when we refer to sets such as A j,k , V j,k we mean to use their values at the end of our procedure. (2) Note that in the preceding procedure, unless some event of the form E j,k,∅ or E j,k,d occurred, the exploration in all the ℓ phases is within Λ N \ Λ N/4 .
Another perturbation argument
We useH Λ N ,± ,F Λ N ,± ,σ Λ N ,± to denote tilde versions of H Λ N ,± , F Λ N ,± , σ Λ N ,± , i.e., defined analogously but with respect to the field {h (N ) v } defined as in (34). Without further notice, we will always consider measures where we couple all these Ising spins together. Thus, in particular, C Λ N andC Λ N are defined in the same probability space and we can then define C Λ N * =C Λ N ∩ C Λ N . We need some preparation before presenting our perturbation analysis. Suppose that V is a stopping set (see Definition 3.3) obtained when constructing π Λ N described in Section 4.1. Let π ′ V c be the restriction of π Λ N to V c . (We used prime in the notation π ′ V c as we wish to save π V c for later use.) By our definition of π Λ N , we see that
as spins sampled according to π ′ V c with corresponding boundary conditions on ∂V c . Thus,
In what follows, we will mainly consider the measure π ′ V c . For clarity of exposition, we quench on the realization of V = V . Let S = V c and Γ = ∂S (thus we have S = S Γ ). Further, we quench on the values of (σ Λ N ,
For v ∈ Γ (in fact, any v ∈ Λ N ), by admissibility there are only six possible values for Table 1 . For each such possible spin value, we will define a "hat"
, where the definition is given in Table 2 . Note that the hat version is a modification of the original spin value, and we emphasize the change in Table 2 by circling out the modifications. We will explain why we introduced the hat version of the spin on Γ after a number of definitions. From Tables 1 and 2, we see that
(37)
From a notation point of view, despite the fact thatτ ± =τ ± , we still differentiate these two notations because our mental picture is that the boundary conditionsτ ± are matched to external field {h v } and the boundary conditionsτ ± are matched to external field {h (N ) v }. 
Recall that π ′ S is the admissible coupling for Ising measures with boundary conditions and external fields (
where the order of sampling vertex is given by that of π Λ N conditioned on spin configurations on the stopping set V = V . In addition, we can extend π ′ S to an adaptive admissible coupling π S for Ising measures with boundary conditions and external fields (
where the order of sampling vertices is determined by the coupling π ′ S . Let (σ S,τ ± ,σ S,τ ± , σ S,τ ± ,σ S,τ ± ) be the spin sampled according to π S (note that we use the tilde symbol on σ to emphasize the dependence on the external field {h (N ) v }; similarly for H and F below). By (33), we see that the projection of π S onto (σ S,τ ± ,σ S,τ ± ) has measure π ′ S . As a result, we will simply use π S in what follows. We also let H S,τ ± ,H S,τ ± , H S,τ ± ,H S,τ ± to denote Hamiltonians for corresponding Ising spins. Similarly we denote by F S,τ ± ,F S,τ ± , F S,τ ± ,F S,τ ± the free energies of corresponding Ising measures. Define
and similarly defineC S,τ ± , C S,τ ± ,C S,τ ± . Define C S,τ ± ,τ ± * = C S,τ ± ∩C S,τ ± and C S,τ ± ,τ ± * = C S,τ ± ∩C S,τ ± . Now we have necessary notations to explain the reason for introducing the hat version of the spins on Γ. We wish to bound #(C Λ N * ∩S ∩(Λ N \Λ N/4 )) in terms of #(C Λ N * ∩Γ). One way to achieve this is to track the change of difference between the free energies with plus and minus boundary conditions when the external field is perturbed. We see that on the one hand, such change of difference can be bounded from below in terms of #(C Λ N * ∩ S ∩ (Λ N \ Λ N/4 )) (see Lemma 4.4) ; and on the other hand such change can be bounded from above by the number of disagreements for spins on Γ with respect to the plus and minus boundary conditions. However, when approaching the upper bound, the spin values of Type b, c, e as in Table 1 will also contribute to the upper bound despite the fact that they do not belong to C Λ N * ∩ Γ. To address this, we introduce the hat version of the spins, which are in agreement except on C Λ N * ∩ Γ. A crucial feature as we will show in Lemma 4.2, is that under the admissible coupling π S we have C S,τ ± ,τ ± * ⊂ C S,τ ± ,τ ± * . Therefore, the intended lower bound on the change of free energies is still valid for the hat version. Another crucial feature of the hat version of the spin is that 
Proof. The proof of the lemma shares some similarity to that of Lemma 2.4. However, we give a self-contained proof here in order for clarity of exposition. We first prove (40). A straightforward computation gives that
Combined with (38), this proves (40). Now we turn to prove (39). We write
For 0 t 1, define
Let F S,τ + ,t be the free energy on S with boundary conditionτ + (note thatτ + =τ + by (37)) and external field {h
In particular, F S,τ + ,0 = F S,τ + and F S,τ + ,1 =F S,τ + . Similar notations apply for F S,τ − ,t . Thus, we get that
Denote by σ S,τ ± ,t spins sampled according to Ising measures with boundary conditionsτ ± and external field {h (t) }. In addition, for any fixed t, we let π S,t be the admissible coupling extended from π S by also incorporating the spins σ S,τ ± ,t (again, the order of sampling vertex is given by that of π S ). Therefore, we see
Combined with (43) and (41), it yields that
For any v ∈ S and t ∈ (0, 1), by admissible coupling we have
). Combined with (44), this completes the proof of (39). 
Proof. Quench on the realization of (σ Λ N ,± ,σ Λ N ,± ) Γ as in (36). By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, 
Analysis of the adaptive admissible coupling
We now analyze the adaptive admissible coupling π Λ N . Recall that ℓ = ⌊ 1 4 N α ′ ⌋. Set K = N αα ′ , and define D N to be the event (measurable with respect to the Gaussian field) by
By Proposition 2.1 and a simple Markov's inequality, we see that for C = C(ε, β) > 0
In what follows, we quench on the Gaussian field at which D N does not occur.
Proof. For 1 j ℓ, 1 k K, let E j,k,∅ , E j,k,d , V j,k , A j,k be defined as in Section 4.1. For each
By Corollary 4.3, it suffices to prove that m * ℓ N −10 . To this end, it suffices to prove that for
where the equality holds since E j,∅ and E j, k,d are measurable with respect to (σ Λ N ,± ,σ Λ N ,± ) V c j,k , and the inequality is obtained by applying Corollary 4.5 with V = V j,k (note that Λ N/2−jN α ′ ∩ V j,k = ∅ on the event E c j, k,d ). Averaging over the conditioning in the preceding display and recalling that E j−1,∅ ⊂ E j,∅ and E j, k,d ⊂ E j,d , we deduce that
, summing over the preceding display gives (48) (recall that ∆K = N αα ′ (1−α ′ ) 10 5 if N N 0 for large enough N 0 ). This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
We continue to considerh (N ) defined as in (34), and let µ Λ N ,± ,μ Λ N ,± , π Λ N be defined as in Section 4. For δ > 0, let Q δ ⊂ [−1, 1] be the collection of multiples of δ, and for q ∈ Q δ define E * o,N,q to be an event measurable with respect to the Gaussian field by (the tilde symbol only applies on the minus version below)
By admissibility, on the event E * o,N,q we have π Λ N (o ∈ C Λ N * ) δ. Combined with Lemma 4.6 and (46), we see that
(Throughout O(1) hides a constant that may depend on (ε, β).) Next, we define
By monotonicity, we thus have
Proof. For A ⊆ Z 2 , we set h A = v∈A h v . Without loss of generality, let us only consider N = 4 n for some n 1, and for 1 ℓ n, we define {h
where {g v : v ∈ A ℓ } is a mean-zero Gaussian process independent of h A ℓ+1 and {g v : v ∈ A ℓ+1 } for 0.9n ℓ n are mutually independent. Let F ′ ℓ be the σ-field which contains every event in F ℓ+1 that is independent of h A ℓ+1 (so in particular F ℓ ⊂ F ′ ℓ 
. Combined with the fact that Var(h A ℓ+1 ) = ε 2 #A ℓ+1 , this gives that for C = C(ε, β) > 0 (whose value may be adjusted below)
. By (50), we have P(E * ) CN −6 . Combined with the preceding display, this completes the proof of the lemma. Define E o,N to be an event measurable with respect to the Gaussian field by
Since E o,N ⊂ ∪ q∈Q δ E o,N,q with δ = N −3 /3, we get from Lemma 5.1 that P(E o,N ) = O(N −3 ). Thus,
Remark 5.2. In Lemma 5.1 we work with E o,N,q other than E o,N exactly for the reason that we do not have the property that E o,N occurs if and only if h A ℓ+1 is in a certain interval (but the property holds for E o,N,q ).
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we will consider a monotone coupling of µ Λ N ,± and consider C Λ N = {v ∈ Λ N : σ Λ N ,+ v > σ Λ N ,− }. We wish to have that {o ∈ C Λ N } occurs only if o is connected to ∂Λ N in C Λ N . However, as we have seen in Remark 3.2, this property does not hold for all monotone couplings of µ Λ N ,± . In order to address this issue, we will construct an adaptive admissible couplinḡ π Λ N such that the percolation property holds. Our construction is similar to that in Section 4.1 in a way that we explore C Λ N in a breadth first search order. But our construction now is much simpler as we no longer need to consider multiple phases or stages.
By Definition 3.3, in order to defineπ Λ N we only need to specify the order of vertices in which we sample the spins, as described as follows. Throughout the procedure, we let C Λ N be the collection of vertices v which have been sampled and satisfy σ Λ N ,+ v > σ Λ N ,− v . We set A 0 = ∂Λ N and for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we inductively employ the following procedure (which we refer to as stage).
• At stage k + 1, if A k = ∅, we sample the unexplored vertices in Λ N in an (arbitrary) prefixed order and stop our procedure. Otherwise, we explore all the unexplored neighbors of A k (in a certain prefixed order, which can be arbitrary) and sample the spins at these vertices.
• For each newly sampled vertex, if it is in C Λ N then we add it to A k+1 . Proof. Let k * be the first k such that A k = ∅. If o has been explored by the beginning of Stage k * , we see that o is connected to ∂Λ N in C Λ N . Otherwise, denote V k * the collection of unexplored vertices at the beginning of Stage k * . We see that σ Λ N ,+ and σ Λ N ,− agree on ∂V k * , and thus they will have to agree with each other on V k * by Lemma 3.4 (this is because σ Λ N ,+ v and σ Λ N ,− have the same conditioned marginal for all v ∈ V k * and thus have to agree with each other in an admissible coupling). This in particular implies that o ∈ C Λ N , completing the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider the adaptive admissible couplingπ Λ N . We will use the fact that ) .
Recall the definition of (N, N 0 , 4, p)-condition as in [9, Page 7] . We see that the exceptional boxes on B(N, N 0 ) form a percolation process which satisfies the (N, N 0 , 4, p)-condition with p = O(N −1/2 0 ). In addition, for any box B which is not exceptional, denoting by F B the σ-field generated by spin configurations outside B large , we see from monotonicity that
Altogether, this implies that the collection of open boxes forms a percolation process which also satisfies the (N, N 0 , 4, p)-condition with p = O(N −1/2 0 ). Recall from [9] that two boxes B 1 , B 2 are adjacent if min x 1 ∈B 1 ,x 2 ∈B 2 |x 1 − x 2 | ∞ 1, and a collection of boxes is a lattice animal if these boxes form a connected graph. By Lemma 5.3, in order for o ∈ C Λ N , it is necessary that there exists an open lattice animal on B ∈ B(N, N 0 ) with size at least N 10N 0 . Now, choosing N 0 sufficiently large (so that p is sufficiently small) and applying [9, Lemma 4.3] yields that P ⊗π Λ N (o ∈ C Λ N ) c −1 e −cN for c = c(ε, β) > 0 , completing the proof of the theorem.
